JASE ROBERTSON

Growing up with his father as The Duck Commander, Jase Robertson soon realized that
if he wanted to spend time with his dad, he’d have to meet Phil in the blind. It soon
became evident that Jase felt the same passion for duck hunting as his dad. From the
age of 8, Jase spent as much time in the woods as he possibly could, even missing the
maximum number of days from school each year that the law would allow so that he
could be out there.
Even today he shows that same passion and drive to meet his dad in the blind each and
every day of duck season for one common goal – limiting out. One of his favorite things
about duck hunting is the unique aspect of each duck. He has learned to appreciate
each duck's own strengths, weaknesses, and beauty. According to Jase, his favorite
duck is the one he currently is after, regardless of species or gender.
Since Jase believes in the Resurrection, he looks forward to his dream hunt with Jesus
and Apostles Paul and Peter. He believes that hunting was God's idea anyway (Genesis
9:1-3). As for now, Jase realizes that every time he goes on a hunt with his dad and his
own two sons, Reed and Cole he already is on a dream hunt.
Family is extremely important to Jase. He particularly enjoys playing golf with his
brothers, who can all be very competitive. In fact, the Robertson boys always have
played games and sports together. They also boast of being huge LSU fans and spend
every game either in the stadium or in front of the TV watching their Tigers play ball.
Jase travels to various speaking engagements all across the country. He is a very
talented and entertaining speaker who touches the lives of many through his stories of
hunting experiences, knowledge of ducks, and witty anecdotes about life – along with the
hope he has found through his Savior, Jesus Christ. Some of these stories are
highlighted in his book Good Call, published in 2014.
Jase also has a podcast that began in 2019 with his dad and older brother, Alan, called
entitled Unashamed, in which they discuss their daily lives and how scripture is
intricately involved in the choices they make and values they strive to achieve.
Jase lives in West Monroe, Louisiana, with his wife, Missy. They have three children:
Reed & wife Brighton who live in Nashville, Cole who attends Pepperdine University and
Mia who is now in high school. Jase and his family were on A&E’s hit series “Duck
Dynasty”.

